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Preface
The National Commission on Agriculture and Rural Development Policy was established by the Food
Security Act of 1985. The Commission's 2-year purpose was to provide a broad and long-range perspective
on U.S. agricultural and rural development policy. Composed of 15 members a:pointed by President
Reagan, with the chairmen and ranking minority members of the House Committee on Agriculture and
the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry acting as ex officio members, the
Commission served as an impartial and nonpartisan source on policy goals and initiatives and as a
sounding board between state and national policymakers.
Administrative and technical support for the Commission was provided by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Office of the Under Secretary for Small Community and Rural Development, Economics
Management Staff, and Economic Research Service.
In 1989, the Commission examined agricultural policy issues, including international competitiveness,
production flexibility and efficiency, resource conservation, environmental quality, farm financial wellbeing, equity, marketing, and productivity. The Commission's report on these issues (Future Directions in
Agricultural Policy) was presented to the President and Congress in December 1989.

In 1990, the Commission examined rural development policy issues. Field visits to observe conditions and
rural development projects were made to many rural places. This report contains the findings and
recommendations bascd on that examination.
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Executive Summary
Thc 1980's wcrc much harder on many rural areas than on their urban counterparts. Crises in thc
agricultural and energy sectors combined with tough new foreign competition in manufacturing; the
relative disadvantage of rural citizens in obtaining adequate, affordable education, health care, and other
vital services; and the physical and social isolation that separate Rural America from urban centers of
economic activity. Thus, the economic health of Rural America declined significantly. Thc prosperity of
the 1970's and the "Rural Renaissance" was over.

r.,,rc arc many problems in Rural Amerka, and Rural Americans arc dealing with them, for their fate is
their own hands. However, the federal government has a critical support role to play. This report
makcs recommendaticns to help the federal government improve the way it makes and implements policies
and programs for rural development.
The problems in Rural America arc not homogeneous, however. As Rural America is diverse, so arc its
problems. No longer can Rural America be solely equated with agriculture. Farming is still a vital part of
the rural economy; however, it directly employs less than 10 percent of the rural work force. Mining,
manufacturing, tourism, services, and government arc also important industries in thc rural economy.
Consequently, ncithcr farm policy nor any other single-issue polity can sufficiently address thc needs of
Rural America.

Many of those problems arc rooted in the features that define rural areasthe ability of thc traditional
rural economic base to generate sufficient income and employment, ncw competition for low-wage, lowskill jobs, and the physkal distances between rural areas.

.ihen, and if, a rural development poky is formulated, it will be done in a different context from that of
the past. There is currently no defined rural development "policy." Instead, thcrc exists a loose collection
of individual programs. This situation is partly due to the division among various federal entities and
among the federal, statc, and local governments of responsibility for rural development. The federal
government no longer plays the lead role, nor do we expect it to.
Rural development is important to rural and urban citizens alike. Indeed, rural development is important
for the economic efficiency and security of this country. In the increasingly competitive global economy,
thc Unitcd States simply cannot afford to underuse the valuable resources in Rural America. Equity is
also an issuc. Equal opportunity to basic goods and services and to economic prosperity is a fundamental
precept of our national heritage. Many Rural Americans arc denied that opportunity.

Thc first step toward helping Rural America is to articulate goals for rural development polky. The needs
of Rural America arc not solely economic in nature. The Commission believes that the following
principles should guide rural development.
Rural areas and people must be economically self-reliant. In a highly competitive. market-

oriented world economy, self-reliance is critical if the rural economy is to generate better
jobs and income for its residents.
Rural areaS and people must be able to adapt. The world economy has changed rapidly in

recent years. Economic change is predicted to become even more rapid. As a result,
rural areas must develop the ability to respond rapidly and effectively to changing market
conditions.
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The rural physical and cultural environment should be protected. The physical environment in

rural areas and the cultural heritage of rural people are valuable elements of national life
and livelihood, enjoyed by rural and urban residents alike, and deserve protection.
While these goals should be part of an overall rural development policy, variations within the policy arc
necessary to allow for the diversity of rural areas.
To achieve these goals under diverse conditions, the Commission makes thc following recomn.endations.
These recommendations, while specifically aimed at the federal policy process, can and should be applied
at all levels of governmentfederal, state, and local.
The federal government shoukl undertake the following actions:

Review all of its policies to determine their effects on rural areas.

Conditions in rural areas
are often distinct from those of more urbanized areas. To avoid actions that inadvertently
harm rural institutions and the rural economy, the federal government should adopt
procedures that assure the special conditions and needs of rural areas arc given adequate
consideration in its policies.
Improve information about rural conditions and development strategies. Effective development

strategies require accurate and timely information about rural conditions and knowledge
about appropriate strategics for responding to problems. The federal government should
improve the availability of data about rural areas, and should promote better
understanding about economic development strategy alternatives.
Rural development encompasses a
wiac range of issues. The federal government should establish a policy process that can
develop a comprehensive approach to rural development. That process must assurc a
holistic approach to rural development policy within the federal government and must
result in establishing effective communication and collaboration among other potential
rural development partners in the federal, state, and local governments and :he private
sector.
Adopt a comprehensive approach to rural development.

Adopt a strategic approach to rural development. The range of issues, the complexity of the

relationships between those issues, and the scarcity of rural development resources
demand strategic approaches to rural economic development. The federal government
should establish a rural development policy process that results in planned, clearly defined
strategies.

To make the most effective
use of limited rural development dollars, the players in rural developmentfederal, state,
and local governments, private enterprise, and nonprofit organizationsmust form
effective alliances to coordinate their efforts and collaborate in joint activities.

Foster better cooperation among rural development participants.

Incorporate flexibility in its policies relating to rural areas. Conditions in rural areas arc

exceedingly diverse. What works in one rural area, may not work in another. The federal
government must ensure flexibility in its policies to accommodate differing local needs and
conditions.
Promote innovation and experimentation in the purmit of rural development. Rural

development is not well understood and therefore subject to the reapplication of old,

often inappropriate approaches. The federal government should foster the formulation
and application of innovative policies, strategies, and programs for rural development, and
encourage replication of proven successes.
Make education a major component of rural development policies. An educated population is

an essential ingredient to improving conditions in Rural America. Thc federal
government should take steps to improve education and training for rural citizens and
integrate those programs with other rural development programs.

The Rural Plight
The 1980's were hard on much of Rural America. In a decade that began with perhaps the most severe
recession since the Great Depression, the rural economy suffered more deeply, and for a much longer
time, than the rest of the Nation. Major financial problems in the farm sector caused tens of thousands of
farmers to leave the land. Plummeting energy prices threw large numbers of coal, oil, and natural gas
workers out of their jobs. The so-called Rural Renaissance of the 1970's was over. Many Rural
Americans, unable to earn a decent living, left their communities. Bus:noses closed, entire towns died,
and a valuable piece of American heritage was lost.
The numbers speak for themselves.

From 1982 to 1987, rural employment growth was two-thirds as fast as the urban rate.
Rural unemployment averaged almost 8 percent during the 1980's, nearly a full percentage
point above the urban rate.

From 1979 to 1987, real earnings per job in rural areas dropped 7.5 percent while urban
earnings per job declined only 4.3 percent. By 1987, rural earnings per job lagged urban
earnings per job by more than $5,600.
Real per capita income growth in rural areas lagged urban income by more than 2
percentage points from 1979 to 1987, further widening the rural-urban gap.
The rural poverty rate rose 2.3 percentage points from 1979 to 1988, and was 3.8
percentage points above the urban rate in 1988.

During the 1980's, roughly half of all rural counties lost population. Net outmigration in
those counties totalled over 2 million.
From 1980 to 1986, rural population growth declined. From 1980 to 1982, the rural
population grew 1.7 percent. During 1982 to 1984, growth was only 1.5 percent. And
from 1984 to 1986, rural population growth had fallen to 0.5 percent. Urban population
growth remained constant during the first two periods and even improved during the
third.

Dramatic as they arc, these numbers fail--as an statistics do--to reflect the personal anguish felt by many
Rural Americans during the 1980's. Many saw their jobs evaporate, their livelihoods threatened, and their
lifestyles forever changed as impersonal economic forces swept across the rural landscape.

During its investigation of the rural economy. the National Commission on Agriculture and Rural
Development Policy saw many problems: families living in poverty, deteriorating health care systems,
inadequate skills, poor transportation links, conflicts between the love for nature and the need to scratch a
living from it.

At the same time. the Commission saw much that is right with rural people and thcir communities.
Everywhere it went. the Commission saw examples of the ingenuity, pluck, and independent spirit that
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have characterized Rural America since it was settled. Thc Commission visited many rural communities
that have recognized their problems and taken effective steps to address them.

More than ever, the fate of Rural Amcrica is in the hands of its own citizens. The Commission is
convinced that those hands arc capable. However, rural communitiesbecause they arc smallface serious
obstacles. As a result, there is an important, perhaps even critical, role for the federal government to play
in supporting these actions by rural people to meet their own needs. Still, the contcxt in which federal
help must be given has changed, and the federal government's role must change with it.
This report contains eight recommendations to help the federal government improve the way it makes and
implements its policy and programs for rural development. Though addressed specifically to the federal
government, these recommendations apply equally well to state and local governments, where the principal
responsibility for rural development now lies. Rural development built on federal policy alone cannot
succeed. State and local governments must also assign high priority to rcforming their rural development
policies.

Rural Diversity

Definitions of Rural America abound. What is considered rural in one part of the Nation may seem quite
urban to people in another. This report does not propose a single definition of *rural.* The Commission
recognizes that what wc have come to call Rural America includes farms and forcstcd areas, mining and
manufacturing areas, isolated small towns and places under thc growing influence of ncarby urban centers.
However, our notions of what is meant by the term "rural" influence our policies for Rural Amcrica. If
rural development polky is to effectively address real rural needs, a clear understanding of Rural America
is essential.

Popular beliefs about Rural America are based on many perceptions. Some, if once true, no longer are.
These misperceptions may obscure true conditions in rural arcas and divert policies in directions that arc
inappropriate to modern rural needs. Before effective rwal policies can be crafted, we must confront, and
refute, these misperceptions.
Most Rural Americans no longer depend mainly on farming for their jobs and income. Agriculture is

onc of America's principal industries. It is the Nation's source of critical food and fiber, and a
major export. In many states and rural areas, agriculture is thc leading source of basic incomc in
the economy. Nationally, over 2 million people are employed in farming, and 21 million arc
employed in some phase of agriculture. However, it is no longer the principal source of jobs in
most parts of Rural America. Less than 10 percent of thc rural work force is directly employed in
farming. In most rural areas, other industries, especially manufacturing and services, have eclipsed
farming as a primary source of livelihood among rural people. Farming continues to occupy most
rural land, and a special place in the Nation's heart: in sonic.: areas, it remains thc principal driving
force behind rural economic well-being. However, in most parts of Rural America, citizens have
come to rely on other industries to support their way of life.
'oral America k more than smalltmvn, farm-centered M4western communities. The national

perception of "rural" is heavily influenced by images of smalkown America, popularized in films
and television, where the simple life persists. The largest numbers of Rural Americans live in the
South, where they are more likely to be employed in manufacturing than in farming, and in the
Midwest, where much of the Nation's food production occurs. Still others call Western and New
England communities home. Far from being monopolized by farm trade centers, Rural America is
made up of a diverse array of places: fishing villages in coastal areas; mining towns in Appalachia

and the West; mill towns in thc Southeast; tourist centers near national parks and natant
attractions. Different challenges face each of these communities.
Not all of Rural America is losing population. During the mid-1980's, more rural counties lost
population than grew. More people moved out of Rural America than moved into it during the
just-completed decade. However, these totals obscure the sometimes rapid growth taking place in
many parts of Rural America. Areas with high-quality natural amenitiescoastline, mountains, a
warm climateattracted large numbers of retirees and vacationers, placing them among the fastest
growing areas in the Nation. Despite population losses in some regions, Rural America's
population grew overall during the 1980's.
Both growing and declining rural areas face Olio& problems. Population losses cause strains for
rural communhics, pressuring their ability to provide basic services and sometimes even
threatening their survival as social and economic units. Growing communities, whosc cxpanding
populations bring new tax dollars and vitality, do not suffer from declining services and property
values. However, growth, especially rapid growth, brings problems of its ownnew residents with
values and expectations that differ from those of existing residents; pressure on community services
and institutions to keep pace with rising demands; rising property assessments that challenge lowincome residents to meet growing tax obligations; and the prospect that new job opportunities may
go to new residents, leaving few benefits for long-time citizens.

Many Rural Anwricans live in poverty. One in seven Rural Americans, mostly in the South, have
incomcs below the official government poverty level, S12,675 for a family of four. Life among thc
rural poor does not match the idyllic picture often painted for our minds in popular culture. The
rural poor are highly likely to be "working poor," many families having two or more full-time
workers whose wages arc too low even to yield a poverty-level income. Concentrated in minority
groups, thc poor live in areas that have been bypassed by economic growth, leaving them few
alternatives to the meager jobs they hold. Their inability to afford proper health care results in
disabilities that limit their ability to perform the manual labor jobs on which thcy oftcn depend.
Their poor schools provide them with educations inadequate to qualify them for better paying
jobs.

Underlying Causes of Rural Economic Change

Despite thc crisis-proportion of the problems in the agricultural and energy sectors, neither thc hard times
brought on during the recession nor the delayed recovery that followed can be entirely attributed to these
events. Major structural changes were also at work in the rural economy, and thcir effect has been
significant. In many ways, this fundamental restructuring is having even more profound effects on the
futurc of the rura: economy and rural life than the ups and downs that have long buffeted the rural
economy. However, economic restructuring occurs at a glacial pace, and its effects are easily obscured by
morc visible and dramatic cyclical events.
Many of Rural America's economic troubles are deeply rooted in the very features that define rural areas.
Among the most important contributors to rural economic stress are the following:

The ability of the traditional economic basefarming and other natural resource-based
industries--to generate income and employment for rural citizens has declined.
Impiovements in production efficiency and changes in the demand for rural goods have
reduced the demand for rural labor. Rural areas are faced with diversifying their
economies or dying from attrition.
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Expanded Third World industrial capacity has brought tough new competition for the lowwage, labor-Intensive rural manufacturing industries. As a result, many of these jobs arc
now located abroad.

Thc naturc of ncw jobs and industries in thc national economy has shifted toward higher
tech industries and morc skilled occupations. Rural workers, with low education and skill
levels, arc less well prepared to work in these industries.
Growing competitive pressures in thc world economy have forced the United States to
reevaluate many of its policies in an effort to improve national efficiency. In the past
decade, numerous industriesincluding banking, communications, and transportation--were
deregulated. At thc same timc, subsidies to some industries have been reduced.
Removing these regulatory protections and subsidies has diminished the ability of rural
areas to compete ien national and world markets.
The physical distances and social isolation that separate Rural America from urban
ccntcrs of economic activity hinder rural businesses from participatin; fully in the ncw
national economic growth. Major advances in transportation and communications have
linked rural areas more closely with the cities, but distance remains a major obstacle to
close urban-rurd economic relations.

Responding to Rural Needs
Public policies to promote the use of rural space and improve the quality of life for thosc who live and
work in it fall under the heading of rural development policy. In the past, federal rural development
policies aimcd at encouraging the settlement of rural areas and provided transportation, education, and
othcr services that made life on the frontier bearable. Later, federal policy emphasized raising thc living
conditions of rural people caught in the jaws of adverse economic cycles by crcating work, improving
housing, and building needed community facilities.
Today, thc needs of Rural America have again changed, so too must rural development policy.
Changing Rural Development Policy Context

When, and if, a rural development policy is formulated, it will be done in a different context than that of
the past.
The New Federalism of the 1980's has led to a rethinking of intergovernmental relations
in the United States. We have come to accept that rural development is primarily the
responsibility of state and local governments. We no longer expect the federal
government to play the lead role in rural development.
Global competition has put increasing pressure on thc U.S. economy to be efficient.
Many national policy changes have removed implicit subsidies to industries or areas of the
country. Furthermore, there appears to be little willingness to introduce new subsidies.

The rural economic base is changing. Ihdustries that are important to rural areas-farming, timber, mining, and other resource-based industries--make up an ever smaller
4

share of the national economy and a declining share of rural employment. Future growth
in the rural economy must be centered on value-added activities in these traditional
industries and on new industries, especially in services and high-tech manufacturing.
Many rural industries have thrived on the abundant supply of cheap labor. However,
increasing competition from Third World countries means that this strategy can succeed
only if Rural Americans accept Third World wages and consequently Third World
standards of living. A development strategy that aims to improve the incomes and wellbeing of rural residents must emphasize higher skill, higher wage jobs.
Barriers to a Rural Development Polley
At present, America has no defined rural development "policy." A policy provides overall guidance and
direction to thc creation of individual programs to achieve a set of goals. No set of national goals for
rural areas has ever been clearly articulated. What exists instead is a collection of narrowly defined
individual programs that respond to no clear overriding rationale or strategy. Individual programs arc
operated in response to immediate issues. At no point in its policy process does the federal government
take a comprehensive, long-term perspective on rural problems. Nor are individual program activities
given any logical sequencing to address underlying, long-term issues, despite the fact that rural
development will probably take decades, rather than years. Reasons for the absence of a rural
development policy include the following:

Rural areas have lost political power as the Nation has become more urbanized. As more
and more representation shifts to the cities, Rural America faces growing difficulty in
voicing its concerns and convincing urban legislators about its special needs.
Consequently, it has been easy for thc Nation to overlook rural problems or to assume
that Rural Americans, as they have always done, can take care of themselves without
outside help.
The organization of the federal policy process is not well suited for producing
comprehensive arid balanced approaches to rural development. In the Congress,
jurisdiction over rural development is spread over many cGmmittees, including
Agriculture, Education, Public Works, and Small Business. The organization of the
executive branch mirrors the organization of the Congress. As a result, no single
committee or department has comprehensive responsibility for rural development.
Because responsibility for rural development is so widely shared, it is difficult and pethaps
impossible for any single point of leodership to emerge.

Responsibility for making and implementing rural development policies and programs is
divided among the federal, state, and local governments. There has, however, been little
effective action to coordinate those efforts. Nor has there been effective coordination
between government and the private sector, despite the fact that an objective of rural
economic development must he to stimulate more and higher value economic activity
within the private sector. As a result, each participant operates independently of the
others, sometinws at cross purposes.
Why a Rural Development Policy:

Why should a Nation whose population is predominantly urban care about rural development? The
answer to this question lies in the relationship bemeen urban and rural people; each has a stake in the
5
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well-being of the other. To illustrate, we present four aspects of that stake.
First, the health of the rural economy is important to national ccoaomic efficiency and security. In the
increasingly competitive global economy, the United States simply cannot afford to underuse and, in somc
cascs, waste rcsourccs. The land, labor, and capital of Rural America are valuable resources. Its
agricultural and timber products arc an important source of renewable wealth for the Nation. Failure to
efficiently usc them hinders the national economy.
Similarly, failure to protect and conserve the valuable resources found in Rural America has negative
consequences for ow Nation. Thc loss of wildlife, scenic wilderness, farmland, and other rural resources
hurts all people, rural and urban.

Third, one of America's guiding principles is equity. That people should have equal opportunity to basic
goods and services--such as education, infrastructure, and health care--and to economic prosperity--good
jobs and decent wagcs--is a fundamental goal in our system. However, the level of financial ability and
resolve to provide these opportunities and services differs greatly among the states. As a result, many
Rural Americans arc now denied that opportunity.

Finally, rural problems can become urban problems directly through migration. Rural people in scarch of
work may move to urban areas, thereby becoming urban people, demanding urban services, and potentially
creating urban problems.
Problems in Rural America are not strictly "rural problems." They arc national problems that demand
national attention and federal action.
Goals for Rural Development Policy

The goals of rural development arc inseparable from the definition of rural development. The
Commission defines rural development as u comprehensive process involving the economic, social, and
physical realms of rural life. Each realm affects and, in turn, is affected by the others. Rural development
is a process that enhances an area's productive capacity in a sustainable way. By improving the ability of a
rural arca and its people to adapt to changing conditions, the process of development leads to
improvements in the relative standard of living of current and futurc rural rcsidcnts. Development differs
from growth, which represents an expanded level of economic activity, but not necessarily an increase in
productive capacity.

To achieve a higher level of development within America's rural areas, the Commission believes that the
following goals eht to guide national policy for rural areas.
In a highly competitive, market-oriented world economy, the ability to be economically
self-reliant is critical if the rural economy is to generate continually improving jobs and
income for its residents. Rural areas and people must be economically seff-reliant.

The world economy has changed rapidly in recent years. Economic change is predicted to
become even more rapid. As a result, rural areas must develop the ability to respond
rapidly and effectively to changing market conditions. Rural areas and people must be able
to adapt.

The physical environment in rural areas and thc cultural heritage of rural people are
valuable elements of national life and livelihood, enjoyed by rutal and urban residents
alike. The physkul and cultural environnsent of rural areas should be protected and enhanced.

Policy Variations
Because Rural America is so diverse, no single policy will fit all regions equally well. To meet the needs
of Rural America, rural development policy must be flexible and targeted to thc special nccds of different
regions.

In sparsely populated regions that remain dependent on farming, thc challenge is to
preserve the vitality of rural communities and a traditional, community-centered way of
life.
In areas with high concentrations of poor residents, the challenge is to bring economic
development that leads to improved incomes and living standards for those now living in
poverty.
In resource-rich areas, the challenge is often to balance national concerns about
environmental quality with the need to use the natural resource base to generate
livelihoods for those living in the region.
In coastal areas or where recreational amenities are abundant, the challenge is to rianage
population growth, lp ure that the benefits from growth are shared by long-time residents,
and protect the natural amenities.

In most rural areas outside reasonable driving distance from a metro arca, the challenge is
to gain access to an adequate and affordable range of basic services. Many rural
communities are hard pressed to provide such basic services as education, watcr and waste
disposal, and transportation. Many others are losing critical services, especially health
care, they Once could afford to provide.

With these goals and variations in mind, the Commission makes the following recommendations.
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Recommendations

The F deral Government Should Review All of Its Policies To
Determine Their Effects on Rural Areas
Conditions in rural areas are often distinct from those qf more urbanized areas of
the Nation. To avoid actions that inadvertently harm rural institutions and the
rural economy, the federal government should adopt procedures that assure the
special conditions and needs of rural areas are given adequate consideration in its
policies.

Findings

Rural areas are not just small versions of urban areas; thcir low population
densities, small-scale settlements, narrowly based ers,nomies, and the great
distances separating them from urban centers make them different in kind
from urban areas. Because of these differences, federal policies often have
very different effects on rural areas than on urban areas.
Many national and macroeconomic policies, while designed to benefit thc U.S.
economy as a whole, often adversely affect thc rural economy in unintended
ways. The fragility of rural areas, due to thcir small population size and lack
of economic diversity, makes them especially vulnerable to such policy effects.
Federal monetary and trade policies often have exaggcrated
effects on rural areas. Because many rural areas rely heavily
on export industries, thcy arc especially sensitive to changes
in interest rates and the exchange value of the U.S. dollar.
Fluctuations in those tales can have devastating effects on
these industries and thz areas which depend on thcm.

Deregulation of the airline
industry, overall has increased the
quality and level of service in small
rural communities. Still, the
problems of infrequent, costly, and
inconsistent air service plague
many rural areas, reducing their
chances to attract businesses that

Present national interest rates, maintained at a high level to
attract credit to finance the national debt, put small, locally
owned businesses at a competitive disadvantage compared
with large national chains. The high cost of crcdit makes it
difficult for rural businesses to maintain adequate inventories
at attractive prices and discourages othcr ncw enterprises
from lörming in rural areas.
Deregulation in the transportation, communications, and
banking industries was designed to unfetter the market place
and make the Nation's economy morc efficient. However, in
striving for greater economic efficiency, deregulation has left
many rural areas underscrved and subject to higher prices
than arc urban areas.

rely on air transportation.

Men. national policies make distinctions that have
disastrous consequences for individual localities. Freight rate
regulations, for example, often create sharp differences in

rates on either side of an arbitrarily drawn line. Industries in
rural areas arc helped or hurt by the way federal rate
regulations arc structured.
Environmental policies that restrict production or regulate
production processes can hurt such rural industries as
agriculture, mining, and timber and the rural communities
that depend on them. Though beneficial to the Nation as a
whole, the costs arc often disproportionately borne by rural
people and rural businesses.

Economic development and
environmental protection
increasingly corillict over the use of
natural resources, threatening

future growth in important rural
industries. To assure that both
environmental and developmental
goals are met, balanced approaclws
must be taken. At this coal mine
on the Navajo Reservation, the
land is careful& restored to its
natural state after the coal is
extracted. Here, new methods of
restoring the land are being tested
which, jf succetlful, will better
protect it from the erosion that is
typical of the area.

Because the American population is predominantly urban, rural areas lack
sufficient political clout to make their voice heard in government
politymaking. As a result, federal policies that establish national standards or
provide uniform national services often fail to recognize distinct rural
conditions that make these standards inappropriate or the delivery of services
inefficient or ineffective for many rural places. Sometimes this has created
undue disadvantages for rural areas, or has penalized them by imposing
unnecessary and burdensome costs.

The requirements of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) pertaining to wastewater treatment were based
on the needs and operating efficiencies possible in largescale urban applications. When applied to small towns, these
regulaticns often required communities to build facilities that
were inefficient in small-scale applications or to meet
treatment standards that were excessive for rural settings.
Many rural communities were forced, therefore, to take on
heavy financial burdens.
Federal programs arc sometimes detrimental to rural areas by
imposing inappropriate regulations. For example, the Health
Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) certification
requirements assume that each small rural hospital should be
equipped as well as larger urban hospitals. Sometimes, this
has resulted in closing the only hospital within reasonable
distance of a rural community.
Federal health programs sometimes make inappropriate
assumptions about rural needs. Thc differential in Medicare
reimbursement rates is based on a mistaken assumption
about the cost of health care in rural areas. Despite recent
improvements, Medicare reimbursement rates for rural areas
remain below those for urban arcas, creating disincentives for
physicians to locate in rural areas. Programs to offset the
difficulties of providing health care in rural areas, such as the
National Health Service Corps, are underfunded: some have
even been reduced in recent years.
The implementation of government programs frequently assumes that rural
areas have characteristics similar to urban areas. Yet the small populations ot
rural communities, and the distances that often separate them, make
9

implementing public programs more difficult. Program rules and procedures
that fail to account for special rural needs often create hardships for rural
communities and reduce the effectiveness of the programs.
Construction standards for fire
and sqfety in krge hospriak are
sometimes inappropriate for small
rural hospitals. In some cases,

The Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPA) program. a
valuable source of job training services for unemployed
workers, provides training services through contracts with
private sector firms. However, it assumes the existence of a
wide variety of private job training suppliers, a condition that
simply does not exist in many rural areas, making the
implementation of the JTPA program more difficult.

they impose expenses so

burdensome as to force the closure
of smaller facilities. While

standards for the quality and
safety of hospitals are important,
they should not be applied so
riRidly that rural communities are
unable to build and maintain

Many rural areas lack the expertise and resources to
successfully compete for available federal program funding.
As a result, rural communities are at a disadvantage in
gaining access to many forms of federal government

necessary facilities.

assistance.

Recommendations

The following actions would help eliminate unintended negative effects of
federal policies and improve the effectiveness of federal programs in rural
areas:

The federal government should examine the probable effects
of its policies and programs to assure that they do not have
unintended or incidental effects which hurt rural
communities, industries, or people. One means of doing so
would be to require policy initiatives, including the Farm Bill.
to undergo a review of their economic impact on rural
communities before they arc adopted.
The federal government should establish communication
concerning rural issues among all its departments and
agencies, including those whose basic mission is not run!, to
improve understanding about the effects of regulations and
policies on rural areas.

The federal government should bring the cost of health care
under control and 1:nsure access to affordable basic medical
care in rural areas through programs such as the National
Health Service Corps and the Community and Migrant
Health Centers.
The federal government should take steps 10 modify its rules
pertaining to rural areas to recognize the special conditions
that exist there. As a specific example, HCFA's rules on
hospital certification should be modified so that small
hospitals : .e not closed or regulated to death over issues
that, compared with a total lack of hospital care, are of little
importance. Serious attention should he given to

implementing the p:ovisions of thc Regulatory Flexibility Act
pertaining to rural arzas.
The federal government should allow implementing agencies
sufficient flexibility to accommodate special rural needs. As a
specific example, Medicare reimbursement rate differentials
arc based on assumed differences in living costs, but ignore
urban-rural differences in sizc economies. Congress should
take immediate action to equalize these reimbursement rates
between urban and rural arcas.

The federal government should review current regulations
concerning freight rates to eliminate arbitrwy disad,antages
to individual rural areas.

The federal government should takc steps to reduce high
interest rates by reducing the currcnt federal budget deficit.
The federal government should recognize the fundamental
lack of institutional capacity in rural areas. It should take
steps to strengthen thc ability of rural institutions to
understand the effects of national policies and to develop
local responses that accommodate both the values that
underlie national policies and the economic and institutional
limitations inherent in being small and rural. It can do so by
investing in programs. such as the Extcnsion Service,
Economic Development Districts, and Small Business
Development Centers that support the decisionmaking
capacity of local people, businesses, and governments.

Throughout Rural America,
leaders tackle problems with
enthusiasm and hard work.
Though critical to community
development, this commitment-often by volunteers--may ul he
enough to meet the many
challenges. A lack of 4ituhio1al
capacity and higher per cap:ta
costs of government stand as

The federal government should implement its programs in
rural areas in ways that reflect the restricted institutional
capabilities that exist in rural areas. For example, in
designing g.ant programs, Congress could consider providing
larger per capita amounts of administrative funding for rural
areas to compensate for thcir higher overhead costs. Also,
specific program delivery innovations that better fit rural
conditions could he undertaken. For example, JTPA
program rules could be modified to permit clustering of job
vacancies over regional areas or multiple employers so that
enough vacancies would exist to make up a program.

obstacles to economic development

in many rural areas. Federal
programs must take into account
these rural considerations. Federal
initiatives are needed to support
effective kadership in rural
conununities.

The federal government should take steps to mitigate
negathe effects of its policies and regulations in ru.al areas.
Such steps should include, where appropriate, special
compensation for industries, communities, and individuals
Mlose interests arc hurt by policy decisions taken to advance
the national interest as a whole.

The Federal Government Should Improve Information about
Rural Conditions and Development Strategies
Effective development strategies require accurate and timely information about
rural conditions and knowledge about appropriate strategies for responding to
problems. The federal government should improve the availability qf data about
areas and promote better understanding about economic development strategy
alternatives.

Findings

Far too little is understood about rural problems and effective strategies for
dealing with them. Although rural areas have more than 50 million residents.
far less is known about them than about urban areas. This lack of
information and knowledge hampers the creation of effective rural
development strategies.
Statistical data on rural areas are less complete, and are collected far less
frequently, than data on urban areas.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, can no
longer supply complete data on
local employment which the
Economic Research Service (ERS),
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
needs to monitor trends in key

Only a limited range of statistical data on the characteristics
of the rural economy and population is available between
decennial censuses. Data arc collected regularly for
individual metro areas, but most rural data arc collected for
only national and regional aggregations. Thus, monitoring
conditions in rural areas in different states and regions is

rural industries. Although

difficult.

collected at public expense, ERS
must first obtain permission

Data on rural governments arc available only every 5 years,
whereas data on urban area governments arc available every
year. Without accurate and current data on rural
governments, effective federal assistance to those
governments is hindered.

annual& from each individual
state to use the data. This proms
is wasteful and ultimately limits
ERS's ability to inform
policymakers about changes in the
rural economy.

Often, rural data that exist are not available for use, even by government
analysts.

Data on rural area characteristics are often unreported to
protect confidentiality. For example, because rural areas
typically have fewer businesses, information on employment
in specific industries is not published lest confidentiality be
breached.

Other rural data are not provided to analysts in a manner
that is either timely or efficient. For example, data on rural
spending under federal programs are available annually, but
not in a form that can be readily analyzed.
States provide reports of employment and earnings levels to
the Department of Labor, but under current rules this
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information cannot be used, even by other federal agencies,
without individual approval by the states.
Policy must frequently be made without the benefit of research results
concerning rural conditions and trends and the effectiveness of rural
development programs.
Relatively little research has bccn conducted to evaluate rural
development approaches that work and the conditions under
which they work best.
The results of research on program effectiveness and rural
conditions and trends arc not readily available to
policymakers in forms thcy find useful. Therefore, policies
may not reflect the best available Information, especially oa
what does and does not work.
Recommendations

Statistical data on Rural America
are imperative. They tell us what
is happening in the rural economy

The federal government should take the following steps to improve
knowledge about rural conditions and trends and about approaches that are
effective in promoting rural economic development.

and what needs to be done.
Because data for rural places are
not as complete nor as readily
available as data for urban places,

The federal government should cellect data on rural areas
and governments on a level at least equal to that available
for urban areas and governments.

the ability to plan for rural

The federal government should make existing rural data
readily accessible to analysts both inside and outsidc the
government for the purpose of rural development research.

economic development is hindered.

The federal government should provide technical assistance
to state governments to help rural areas build and maintain
their capacity to collect and analym data to support their
own rural development activities.

The federal government should conduct, on a continuing
basis, assessments of the approaches and strategies for rural
development and make the results of that research available
to the policymakers and researchers at all levels of
government and to the private sector.

The Federal Government Should Adopt a Comprehensive
Approach to Rural Deelopment
Rural deve!opment encympasses many issues. The federal government should
establish a policy process that can develop a comprehensive approach to rural
developnwnt. That process must assure a holistic approach to rural development
policy within the federal governnwnt and establish effective communication and
collaboration among other potential rural development partners in the federal, state.
and local governments and the private sector.
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Findings

Rural development is more than creating jobs or raising incomes in rural
areas. It encompasses all aspects of rural life, including economic well-being,

health, education, the environment, and social structures. Each of these is
interrelated, sometimes in ways that arc not obvious. Rural problems have
numerous causes; as a result, single-program solutions arc unlikely to be
sufficient. To be effective, rural development policies and programs must be
comprehensive.
With the help of a consultant, St.
John, Kansas, turned a nearly
bankrupt hospital into a
community asset. In addition to
gaining much needed health care,
the city now has a new doctor,
physician's assistant, and

Many factors affecting rural development complement one another.

The health and education of rural citizens directly affect their
ability to be productive workers and effective citizens. Thus,
providing health care and education are integral components
of a rural development strategy.

administratorlpharmacistupper
income professionals who
purchased three homes and spend
their salaries locally.

Facilities for health care and education are important rural
development resources that make rural communities
attractive to new economic activity. Businesses are more
likely to locate in areas with adequate health and education
services. Professionals in these fields arc educated, concerned
citizens, and thus arc valuable community resources.
While farming no longer dominates the economics of many
rural areas, agriculture remains a critical source of income to
these areas. Rural development strategies for these areas
require a careful blending of programs for both farm and
nonfarm industries. Although farm programs alone
constitute an inadequate rural development policy, farmdependel areas remain heavily affected by farm policy
changes.

Other amenities such as recreational and cultural facilities
add to an area's attractiveness to new businesses.

At other times, the factors that affect rural development compete with one
another.
Economic development and environmental protection both
represent import:Int values. In the long run, these values
complement each other. A quality environment is essential
to continued uvelopment. Likewise, only a developed
society can afford to protect the quality of its environment.
Despite these facts, the two objectives often conflict with
each other.

Most often. federal agencies that operate rural development programs do so
without cooperating with, or even knowing about, the programs of other
agencies. As a result. most programs arc implemented as though they are
capable. by themselves, of addressing rural development needs. Seldom are
rural problems defined in holistic terms. A mechanism is needed to
14
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coordinate the implementation of federal programs in rural areas and thereby
provide a comprehensive approach to rural development. The Commission
endorses the formation of the Economic Policy Council's Working Group on
Rural Development us an appropriate step in creating such a mechanism.
Private sector entities and transactions must also be incorporated in the
process. Goods and services, both agricultural and nonagricultural, produced
by the rural economy must be able to compete at the national and
international level. In order to do this effectively, rural producers must be
able to produce a quality good for which there is sufficient demand, and they
must have an adequate marketing system.

Recommendations

The following actions mould assure that rural development is approached in a
comprehensive manner:

The federal government should establish an institutional
framework that permits a comprehensive, multidepartmental
perspective on rural developmen: and that aids effective,
continuing communicatkm among its own departments, with
state and local governments, and with the private sector.

Co liflicts arise in many rural areas
over the use and protection of
natural resources. In Montana,
for example, irrigators, city
residents, campers, and fishermen
all rely on the same water source.
The U.S. Forest Service and
Bureau of Reclamation, as well as

the Montana Fish and Midi&
Service, each have a say in how
water from the Hyalite Reservoir,
near Bozeman, will be used. In
such cases, close cooperation
among all parties is imperative .

The federal government should take advantage of thc
complementary nature of rural programs and thus better
enable those programs to work together.
The federal government should provide direct loans to
finance the provision of services necessary for the health and
safety of rural citizens and assure the availability of credit foi
other needs.
The federal government should resolve conflicts among its
rural programs that hinder development. Such resolution
will require flexibility in federal programs.

The feaeral government should promote and fund research
into environmentally safe methods of agricultural and
industrial production. so as to protect valuable natural
resources.

The federal government should promote and fund research to
itnprove the quality of farm and other rural products and
increase demand for those products by identifying ncw uses
for them.

The federal government should take steps to identify and
open foreign markets for the agricultural and nonagricultural
products of the rural economy.

The Federal Government Should Adopt a Strategic Approach to
Rural Development
The range of issues, the complexity of the relationsigps between those issues, and the
scarcity of rural development resources demand strategic approaches to rural
economic development. The federal government :.aould aviablish a rural
development polky process that results in planned and clear& dcrinai strategies.

Findings

Rural development involves a wide range of factors, which combine in
complex ways. If the various programs of a comprehensive rural development
policy are to deal with those factors efficiently and effectively, the policy must
yield strategies that weigh the importance of these factors for individual
communities, build on local strengths, and develop realistic goals. Among the
factor.; a successful strateg must weigh are the following:

The physical infrastructure in rural communities,
The range of industrial activity in the local economy,
The availability of financial capital to underwrite economic
expansion,

The size and skill levels of the local labor force,
The quality of the local environment,

The physical and mental health of the local population,
The Cooperative Extension Service
in Wisconsin helps communities
devise strategies for economic
development based on local
resources and needs. Through
strategic planning, Rowe' Pottely in
Cambridge, Wisconsin, grew from
a small specialized maker of hand
pottery to an enterprise with 137
employees and a nationwide
market.

The quality of local leadership,

The availability of information to inform local development
activities, and

The equality of the community social structure and the extent
of local participation in community life.
America's rural communities face widely varying conditions affecting thcir
chances for achieving economic parity with the Nation's urban areas. All
areas have resources, both physical and social, that can contribute to
development. but these resources exist in differing combinations, and to
different degrees. in different regions. Because the factors that limit the pace
,.Nf development are not the same in each area, each area's chances for
development will he best aided by different combinations of programs.

In parts of the South, where widespread poverty, low
education, and unfavorable social norms limit the prospects
for development, rural development strategy must address
these issues first.
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In the Midwest, despite high levels of education and skills,
rural communities arc challenged to maintain their viability;
!hose communities need creative strategies to maintain
effective services.

Some Northeastern communities arc growing rapidly. There,
growth management and planning are needed to meet the
demand for services and retain quality of life.
In border areas of the Southwest, communities must deal

with the problems resulting from non-English-speaking
residents and illegal immigrants.
The Strategic Training And
Resource Targeting (START)
program cif the Center for Public
Affairs Research at the University
of Nebraska is a seff-help approach
to local economic development.

START provides a community with
the took to determine its strengton
and weaknesses and helps it
develop a strategic plan to improve
the local economy. That plan
ident(fles the major issues qffecting
economic development in the
community, strategies for working
with those issues, people to curly
out the pkw, and svhedules for
action.

The history of past rural development efforts is replete with examples of
poorly conceived or unfocused efforts. Often, these accomplished little,
sometimes at great public expense. The experience of these efforts points to
the need for a different approach to rural economic development, one that
takes a strategic approach to investing in rural areas.
A strategic approach to rural economic development requires an assessment
of the assets and liabilities of a rural community, the untapped potential the
community brings to the developmental process, and the barriers that must be
overcome. Such an approach tequires an understanding of the causes that
underlie barriers to development and approaches that can be taken to
eliminate them. Rural development problems arc often interrelated in ways
that require addressing them jointly if either is to be successfully resolved.
Unraveling the causal chains that limit current development may require a
series of actions that attacks prime causes before second-level effects can be
addressed. For that reason, rural development resources can be most
effectively used by targeting them at strategically determined objectives.
Small rural communities typically lack the institutional resources to formulate
their own strategic approaches to rural development. Few can afford
professional developers. Most rely heavily on volunteer services from local
residents to carry out community development activities. As a result, rural
communities can be well served by organizations such as rural electric
cooperatives and public and private utility companies that know the local
situation and will work with local communities to develop leadership, assess
their assets and problems, and create strategies for promoting community
economic development.
Recommendu,ions

A major focus of federal poky for rural development should be to promote
the use of strategic approaches. However, the federal government has little
comparative advantage in working directly with individual rural communities.
ln..tead, the federal government should concentrate (:n expanding the ability
of intermediary institutions to help rural communities address their own
problems. Among specific steps that would promote a strategic approach to
rural development are the following:
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The federal government should set an example for state
governments and rural communities by adopting a
multidepartmental strategic approach for its own rural
development policymaking.
The federal government should increase the amount of
assistance it gives to organizations, such as the Cooperative
Extension Service and the Resource Conservation and
Development Districts, that help rural communities
understand their problems and opportunities and create
effective strategies to address community problems and
promote economic development.
The federal government should increase the rural
development emphasis of the Cooperative Extension Service.
which has the capacity to provide information and technical
assistance in all rural counties.
The federal government should encourage communities to
work together in rural economic development by supporting
regional organiyations and by giving preference in its
assistance programs to proposals that include
multicommunity or regional approaches to local
development.
The federal government should encourage experiments with
new fmms of multicommunity cooperation such as
community clustering and should widely disseminate the
results of these experiments.

*Trz-tc,

In sparsely populated areas,
communities that work together
and share resources are better able
to provide services to their
residents. Regional approaches to
economic development can
eliminate unnecessary duplication
and take advantage of economies
of scale, making possible a lewl of
services that would otherwise be
too costly to sustain.

The federal government should give broad visibility to
successful examples of economic development strategies
created by rural communities as an inspiration and example
to other rural communities of what can be achieved by well
concehed local effort.

The Fedc-al Government Should Foster Better Cooperation
Among Rural Delelopment Participants
To make the mo.d effective use of limited rural development dollars, the players in
rural devdopment-lederalotate, and local governments, private enterprise, and
nonprofit organizationsmast form effective alliances to coordinate their efforts and
collaborate in joint activities.

Findings

The comprehensiveness of rural development issues means that no single
government agenLy. task force, or private group is capable of successfully
promoting rural development. Broad-based support and cooperation are
imperatiw to effeeikelv deal with rural development needs.

is

Seldom has a cooperative approach been taken to rural development.
Government agencies typically operate their programs in isolation from those
of other agencies. Where cooperation occurs, seldom are more than two
organizations involved.

i101.
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When the relevant parties get
together, effective action can occur.
The citizens and businesses of
Aurora, Nebraska, a town of 3,800
located 80 miles west of Lincoln,
came together to build a librwy,
museum, and chamber of
commerce building. Their slogan:
"We got out our checkbooks and
put on our overalls."

Though the problem exists at all levels of government, thc
need for improved coordination begins at the federal level,
which is not well organized to makc comprehensive responses
to rural development issues. The problem is rootcd in the
organization of Congress, whcrc responsibility for rural
development is divided among numerous committees and
subcommittees. Thc agriculture committees officially have
responsibility for rural development legislation, because of
the historic dominance of agriculture in rural economies. In
recent decades, as rural economies Inv:- diversified into other
sectors, other committees--among them the education, public
works, and small business committecs--have concerned
themselves with thc well-being of rural communities and
rural people. Intercommittec rivalries and tight rules
governing committee jurisdiction have impeded effective
cooperation in developing comprehensive congressional
responses to rural concerns.
Responsibility for rural development is similarly divided
within the executive branch. Numerous federal departments-among them Agriculture, Commerce, Education, Health and
Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, Interior.
Labor, and Transportation, and thc Small Business
Administrationshare responsibility for economic well-being
in rural areas. Even within the Department of Agriculture,
which has lead responsibility for rural development within
the federal government, the Extension Service, Farmcrs
Home Administration, Forest Service, Rural Electrification
Administration. and Soil Conservation Service each operate
significant rural programs that arc not effectively coordinated
with each other.

During the 1980's. state governments took increasing
responsibility for rural development in response to federal
program cutbacks and severe rural economic conditions.
Although some states have created special agencies and
commissions to coordinate their rural programs, similar
problems exist at the state level as well.
No institutional mechanism exists for regular
intergovernmental communication on rural issues between
the federal and state governments.

Communities that cooperate with one another can better provide more
senices, and at lower cost, than individual communities can provide on their
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Many rural communities try to go it alone whcn they can
afford neither the complete range of services thcir citizens
want nor the management skills needed to conduct effective
development programs.

Rural problems often do not respect political boundaries. A
problem in one county may also be a problem in thc county
next door.

On January 22, 1990, the
Presidential Initiative on Rural

Recommendations

Economic Development took a step

The folkming initiatives would promote improved cooperation in rural
development eflörts:

toward innovation in the federal
rural development effort. The
cornerstone of the initiative is the
creation qf Rural Development
Councils in each state. Beginning
with eight pilot states, councils will
be formed with representatives of
each department and agency that
administers rural development
programs within that state. The
goal of the councils is to promote
cooperation and form partnerships
among federal, state, and local
governments, and with the private
sector. Those partnerships can
then lead to a comprehensive and
strategic approach to rural
development, one that takes into
account the particular needs and
conditions within each state.

The federal government should establish effective, continuing
communication among its own departments and with statc
and local governments and thc private sector by continuing
the current initiative to use thc Economic Policy Council as a
forum for identhying and resolving interdepartmental rural
development issues.

The federal government should coordinate all of its rural
development efforts through a single entity, such as thc
Economic Policy Council, and undertake joint activities and
shared administration of its rural programs.
The federal government should encourage regional
approaches to rural development, such as multicommunity
clusters, through demonstration programs and by
disseminating informatinn about the benefits and costs of
such approaches.

The federal gover ment should create a framework within
which cooperative federal-state-local activities can be
undertaken to promote rural development.
The federal government should recognize the leadership
shown by many states in the arca of rural economic
development and carefully weigh the priorities set by the
states when establishing strategies for the use of its own
resources.

The Federal Government Should Incorporate Flexibility in Its
Policies Relating to Rural Areas
Conditions in rural areas are exceedingly diverse. What works in one rural area
may not work in another. The federal government mug ensure flexibility in its
polickv to accommodate differing local needs and conditions.
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Findings

Some people talk of Rural America as if it were uniform. In fact, there is
great diversity from onc region to another. Rural policies must be flexible to
avoid more of the unintended negative effects and ineffective development
strategies discussed in the first recommendation. Diverse conditions mandate
diverse solutions.
The conditions in Rural America arc truly diverse.

Many areas of the rural United States have been losing
population, but many othcrs have been growing, some
rapidly.

503

In some areas, slow economic and population growth is the
principal concern; in others, job growth is occurring, but only
in low-wage industries that contribute little to raising the
living standards of rural people.

110VAJO NIA

Despite the success of the Navajo

Agricultural Products, Inc.,
enterprise, the Navajo Nation faces
many obstacles that result from its
system qf land tenure. All land on
the reservation is tribally owned.
Thus, nontribal businesses must
lease from the tribal government, a
long and sometimes frustrating

Many rural communities lie within commuting rangc of a
large city, and some arc threatened with losing their rural
identity as urban sprawl reaches toward their borders. Still
others, sparsely populated and located far from even a
moderate-sized city, risk losing their vitality.

Rural areas differ in thcir economic bascs. Some depend
primarily on agriculture, but many others depend on mining,
manufacturing, services, or government.
No single set of policies flts all rural places well.

process. Governments at all ler&
must be sensitive to the business
climate they set wills regulations
and programs.

Farm programs are important to farm-dependent arcas, but
may mean little to a rural arca whose economy is based on
mining or manufacturing.
Rural areas vary widely in their educational characteristics,
which greatly affect their chances for economic development.

Rural areas that are located in remote arcas, far from urban
centers of economic activity, or that arc sparsely settled, have
very different development prospects than close-in areas, or
areas with larger populations.
Rural diversity, and the consequent need for flexibility in development
approaches, suggests a "bottom-up approach to rural development.
State and local governments, with technical and financial
assistance from the federal government, arc in a bcttcr
position to design and implement effective rural development
strategies.
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Recommendations

To assure flexibility in rural policies and programs, and thereby account for
diversity of conditions, the following steps should be taken:
The federal government should promote awareness of the
diversity within Rural America and the implications of that
diversity for the design and implementation of policies and
programs.
The federal government should incorporate flexibility in the
design and implementation of all its programs.
Thc federal government should encourage state governments
to assume greater responsibility for rural development
programs and assist states by supporting their efforts.
The federal government should encourage greater flexibility
in policymaking by decentralizing morc dccisionmaking
authority within its own programs to its state-level offices.

Conditions in Rural America differ
widely. To meet local needs

The federal government should conduct research to develop
technologies and information that support the ability of small
and medium-sind rural enterprises, including farm
enterprises, to operate profitably.

effective0, government programs
and policies must be flexible. The
federal government can promote

flexibility by supporting state
government efforts in rural
economic development and by
decentralizing more authority to its
state-kvel offices.

The Federal Government Should Promote Innovation and
Experimentation
Rural development is not well understood and therefore subject to the reapplication
of old, often inappropriate approaches. The federal government should foster the
formulation and application of innovative policies, strategies, and programs for
rural development, and encourage replication of proven successes.

Findings

Despite rural development's long history as a part of federal policy, it is not
well understood. The key to unlocking the mysteries of rural development is
experimentation and observation. Little systematic knowledge to guide local
developnwnt is available. Many rural communities arc faced for thc first time
with making a living from something other than their traditional economic
base. Few rural development programs have been evaluated. Many local
leaders find that their rural development efforts are starting from scratch;
there are few building blocks.
Experimentation will provide help for those communities using it and provide
building blocks for the future. Effective rural development requires some
trial and error.

Evaluations of rural development strategies are limited. In
some cases, controlled experimentation and analysis are the
only way to determine what works and what does not, in
terms of policies, programs, and organizational relationships.

The Micro Enterprise Fund of the
Black Swan Center at Warren
Wilson College in Swananoa,
North Carolina, is a prime
example of innovative service
delivery. The fwid, based on a
Third World example, lends mono
and provides technical and
managerial assistance to very small
businesses. Each borrower belongs.

to a peer group with four other
small business owners. Together,
the group goes through a five-step
-caning schedule. This schedule
provides the group with business

Finding out what does not work is just as important as
finding out what does, provided the results of that discovery
are shared so that others may learn from the mistake and
avoid duplicating approaches that do not work.

The ability to design and implement innovative programs and partnerships is

limited under current organizational structures. Innovation and
experimentation are risky to the organizations that undertake them.
Programs are often pressured to produce specific results:
create a certain number of jobs, serve a certain percentage of

information and dip serves to
form a bond among the members.

the population, or raise regional income by a set amount.
While goals are important, programs should not be
compromised to meet those goals. Thc knowledge gained
from honest attempts that fall short of goals is valuable, and
program managers should not be discouraged from reporting
it by fear of punishment.

After completion of the schedule,
groups are encouraged to continue
meeting together to share

information and advice. The
group then decides which two of its
members should receive the first
loans. Only Rfter those borrowers
have been current on repayment
for 2 months may the others

New ideas ean occur anywhere. Special efforts are needed to
identify excellence wherever it occurs and to adapt new ideas
to new settings.

receive loans.

New partnerships and relationships can foster the
identification and application of innovative ways of doing
things. Organizations, both inside and outside of
gowrnment, need to reach out and observe what others arc
doing and develop creative new partnerships.
Innovation in the economy is the mechanism by which economic development
occurs, leading to improved products and seMces and, ultimately, to higher
incomes for individuals and a higher standard of living for the society as a
whole. Successful fural development programs need a climate in which
innovation is encouraged and rewarded and where failure is regarded as a
byproduct of experimentation, rather than something to be punished.
Recomnaw q'iot3

To fostr:
develo

.ovation and experimentation leading to improvements in rural
: methods and strategies,

The federal government should promote innovation and
experimentation on multiple fronts. The tools available for
such promotion include research funding, demonstration
projects. awards, technical assistance, and marketing
promotion.
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The federal government should be willing to bear a certain
amount of risk in its own programs and not punish honest
attempts that fail to meet certain objectives, yet provide
valuable information.
The federal government should carefully evaluate its rural
development experiments and widely disseminate its findings.
The federal government should establish innovative alliances
among rural development players. The Presidential Initiative
on Rural Economic Development, if pursued aggressively,
can provide a highly visible example of innovative
relationships.

The f:deral government should establish an awards program
to givo national recognition to individuals and organizations
that promote creative new approaches to rural development.

The Federal Government Should Make Education a Major
Component of Its Rural Development Policies
An educated population is an essential ingredient to improving condiiions in Rural
America. The federal imernment should take steps to improve education and
training for rural citizens and intcrate those programs with other rural
development programs.

Findings

People are Rural America's best resource. If Rural America is to develop,
that resource must be enhanced and better used. Rural people must be
equipped to fully participate in all phases of the development process, from
the skilled worker to the entrepreneur, from the planner to the policymakcr.
Only thcn will Rural Americans be able to realize their full potential and in
so doing achieve and sustain a standard of living comparable to their urban
counterparts. Only then will thc Nation be able to use all its resources to
their fullest potential. Only then will there be equity between urban and
Rural Americans.
The education and skills required
by high-tech industries place new
demands on rural schook. The
days of relying on low-wagv:, lowskilled labor to attract industry to
Rural America are coming to an
end. Foreign competition for thaw:

jobs is great. Instead, rural
schools must prepare students to
compete in the new technoloaintensive economy.

Education and training are more important than ever before to growth in
rural income and jobs. High-paying jobs demand high levels of skill.
Rapid technological changes in production techniques have
increased the level of education and skill necessary for
workers. Toda's manufacturing employee must be able to
read technical manuals and operate computerized machinery.
Today's global economy means that workers in Rural
America must compete with workers in developing countries.
Since wages in these countries arc lower than in Rural
24
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Amerim, to be competitive Rural Americans must be able to
do the job better than their foreign competitors.
Many services jobs require fcw skills and pay low wages, but
the fastest growing segment of the services sector is among
the high-paying business services. These services jobs usually
require high skills in such fields as accounting, engineering,
and law. Although most of these high-skill services jobs arc
opening up in big cities, there is increasing evidence that at
least some business services can be exported from rural areas
to urban customers.
Small businesses generate the majority of new jobs.
Establishing and operating a business requires business
knowledge and skills, often not present without special
training.

Most new labor force entrants in the next two decades will be
female or minority. Overall, these two groups have
historically lacked the levels of education and training of
white males, making it more difficult for them to meet the
Nation's growing need for skilled workers.
Rural schools lag urban schools in preparing students to fully participate in
all phases of the development process.

The high cost per student of education in low-density rural
settings means rural schools have trouble offering thc samc
range of courses, especially advanced and specialized courses,
as urban schools.

/
Some states olThr compensatory funding to offset higher rural
education costs, but most do not.
Rural taxpayers, seeing their educated young leave home in
pursuit of better jobs, are often reluctant to invest local tax
dollars in education.

In the South, more than any other
region, low job skills in the work
force attract industries that rely
heavib, on unskilled labor. Areas
with large concentrations of
unskilled workers will not be
attractive to industries- that offer
higher wager and better career
potential until the work force has
greater skilis.

Rural students raised in economies based on low-skill
manufacturing or resource extraction often see little
connection between education and high-wage jobs. Thus,
they have little incentive to pursue education beyond the
minimum state requirements.

Schools in areas with high concentrations of migrant labor
lace special and difficult challenges from the constant flux of
changing students. Likewise, the children of migrant workers
must cope with moving from school to school, often missing
class time.

The education system--its physical facilities, programs, and personnel--is
import:mt to rur,d development beyond the training it provides.
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School facilitiesbuildings and equipmentare valuable assets
that can be used to support other programs and activities
when not used to educate youth.
In many rural communities, the school system is the largest
employer and biggest source of expertise and leadership.
The school not only has a major effect on the local economy,
it also has the potential to play a major role in development
efforts.

Although usually not a part of tha formal educational system,
libraries can be important assets lo rural communities by
providing information about development options and serving
as hosts for electronic links to the outside world.
School buses, along with other
equipment an.1 facilities, are a
valuable development resource.
When not transporting children to
and from school, they can be used
to support development programs
by aiming citizens to meetings,
linking rural passengers with other
transportation modes, and taking
elderly residents to health cure
appointments. The scarcity of
resources in most rural
communities means that all
available tooLs must be used as
efficiently as possible.

Recommendations

In recognition of these findings and to promote rural development through
education.
The federal government should evaluate methods for
providing advanced educational instruction in rcmote,
sparsely populated rural areas and demonstrate successful
methods of providing that instruction.
Thc federal government should establish cooperation between
;
Department of Education and other departments to
ensure that education is a part of federal rural development
The federal government should study methods for developing
entrepreneurial skills within the rural population am!
demonstrate effective techniques to assure that they arc
widely disseminated.

The federal government must strengthen training programs
so that they can respond to di:inands for morc frequent
occupational and career char.ges by workers.
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Commission Participants
January 1990, Washington, D.C.
Kenneth L. Deavers, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Roland VJutour, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Nancy Stark, National Association of Towns and Townships
Doug Ross, Corporation for Enterprise Development
Aliceann Wohlbruck, National Association of Development Organizations
Adam Krinsky, National Association of Development Organizations
Calvin Beale, U.S. Department of Agriculture
February 1990, Washington, D.C.
Mark Popovich, Council of State Policy and Planning Agencies
William Fox, University of Tennessee
John Niles, Jobs for the Future
Carol Hedges, National Governors' Association
Tom Unruh, National Governors' Association
Dewitt John, The Aspen Institute
Donald Norton, Illinois Rural Affairs Council
March 1990, Madison, Wisconsin
Arlen Lcholm, University of Wisconsin-Extension
Dcnnis Domack, University of Wisconsin-Extension
Ron Shaffer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Chuck Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Aysc Somersan, University of Wisconsin-Extension
Nelson Industries
Stoughton Trailers
Kevin Pomeroy, Stoughton, Wisconsin
Citizens and officials of Cambridge, Wisconsin
Hudson Bay Furriers
Rowe Pottery
Citizens and officials of Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin
Janlo.i Plastics
Phyllis Wilhelm, Madison Gas & Electric
Erica McIntyre, Wisconsin Power & Light
April 1990, Mississippi Delta
Don Waller, Mississippi Farm Bureau
J. Mac Holladay, Mississippi Department of Economic and Community Development
Nancy Alley, Mississippi Department of Vocational and Adult Education
Wilbur F. Hawkins, Lower Mississippi Delta Commission
Rodney Foil, Mississippi State University-Extension
Phil Nichols, Mississippi State University-Extension
Joe Schmidt, Mississippi State University-Extension
Dan Tucker, Mississippi Depa. ment of Economic and Community Development
Larry Young, Mississippi Department of Economic and Community Development
George Berry, Industrial Foundation of Washington County, Mississippi
Douglas Bender, Uncle Ben's, Inc.
Chip Morgan, Mississippi Delta Council
C.D. Rainey, Mississippi Agricultural and Foiestry Experiment Station
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Debbie Mullins, Home Extension, Washington County, Mississippi
Gae Broadwatcr, Partners for Improved Nutrition and Health
Delta Western Feeds
Delta Pridc Catfish
Eddie Harris, Cooperative Extension System

May 1990, Western North Carolina
Robert Gurevich, Center for Improving Mountain Living
James Dooley, Western Carolina University
Edgar Israel, Western North Carolina Tomorrow
Tom McClure, Center for Improving Mountain Living
Billy Ray Hall, North Carolina Rural Economic Development Center
Ray Kinsland, Cherokee Boy's Club
Dan Moore, Haywood Community College
Rick Webb, Haywood County Economic Development Department
Sam Wiggins, Haywood Community College
Waynesville Industrial Park Incubator
Clayton Davis, Western North Carolina Farmers' Market
Wayne McD3vitt, North Carolina Arboretum
Pat Brinkley, Western North Carolina Development Association
Chris Just, Warren Wilson College
Kevin Moran, Small Farm Operator
Rick Larson, North Carolina School-Based Enterprises Program
Beth Mazcka, Self-Help Credit Union
Joyce Harrison, Self-Help Credit Union
June 1990, Lincoln, Nebraska
Gene Koepke, Kearney State College
Terry McAuliffe, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
B.J. Reed, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Alice Schumaker, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Bob Blair, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Honorable Kay Orr, Governor of Nebraska
George Beanie, Nebraska Department of Agriculture
Roger Christianson, Nebraska Department of Economic Development
Sam Cordes, University of Nebraska
Sherry Kaiman, National Rural Health Association
Peter Beeson, Nebraska Department of Public Institutions
Gary Co !quote, The Bauer Group
Aurora Development Corporation
Citizens and officials of Aurora. Nebraska
July 1990, Bozeman, Montana
Charles Rust, Montana State University
Jim Johnson, Montana State University
Doug Crandall, Brand S Lumber
Robert Gibson, U.S. Forest Service
Sally Orr, U.S. Forest Service
Sherm Sol lid, U.S. Forest Service
Gene Langhuse, Sweetgrass County Planning Department
Kathryn Lambert, Montana Water Court
Bob Derma, U.S. Forest Service
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Nancy Halstrom, U.S. Forest Service
Rick Bondy, Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
Mike Whittington, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Susan Kelly, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Jim Richard, Business Services, Inc.
Gene Surber, Cooperative Extension System
Jim Wysocki, City of Bozeman
August 1990, Farmington, New Mexico
Norman Wolf, New Mexico State-Extension
Sterling Grogan, Land Reclamation Consultant
Ernest Diswood, BHP-Utah International, Inc.
Ron Van Valkenburg, BHP-Utah International, Inc.
Becky Walling, Farmington Convention and Visitors Bureau
Craig Walling, Arizona Public Service Company
Kit Owens, Arizona Public Service Company
Ann Wheeler, Hogback Trading Post
Albert Keller, Navajo Agricultural Products Industry
William Hall, Mayor of Farmington
Dan Dible, City Manager of Farmington
Sharon Gladson, Four Winds Addiction Recovery Program
Steven Bcgay, Division of Economic Development, The Navajo Nation
Reynold Harrison, The Navajo Nation Council
Robert Bayless, Oil and Gas Producer
John Blucycs, Environmental and Natural Resource Consultant
September 1990, McAllen, Texas
Robert A. Chandler, Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council
Julian Go:Mae& Texas Department of Agriculture
A. Samuel Ade lo, Legal Translator and Interpreter
Adan Cantu, Military Water Supply Corporation
Sylvestre Reyes, U.S. Border Patrol
Maribel Navarro, Hidalgo County Community Services Agency
Roberto Zamora, La Joya Independent School District
Gilbert Leal, Texas State Technical Institute at Harlingen
Charles Wilson, Hidalgo County Health Department
Mike Allen, McAllen Economic Development Corporation
Martha Castillo, Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council
Don King, West Bend of Mexico
Sol Marroquin, Office of Congressman E Kika de la Garza
Kenneth Jones, Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council

All photographs © copyright .1. Norman Reid.
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